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PADLIGHT-RGB: LED SMD 20W RGB floodlight with
remote control
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N/A N/A N/A

20W SMD LED projector. Choice of 15 RGB colors selectable by remote control. Indoor or outdoor: IP65. With easy connection connector.

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Battery (capacity mAh): CR2025
Power (W): 20
Guarantee: 2 ANNI
Width (mm): 134
Depth (mm): 77
Height (mm): 89
Net weight kg): 0,45



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Thanks to the pad light rib spotlight, you can select 15 colors via the remote control supplied to decorate your room; a palette of very
complete colors from green, to blue, to pink, to yellow, violet cyan and for all tastes; the remote control also allows you to lower or raise
the brightness as well as numerous plays of light (flash, automatic transmissions.). Waterproof and resistant: IP65 waterproof, it can be
used for both inside and outside; the use of ultra-resistant materials such as tempered glass and high-quality die-cast aluminium makes the
lamp particularly resistant to shocks and atmospheric agents. Ideal for lighting a terrace, the garden but also a room, a shop or home
wherever you need it; the 100 ° diffused beam makes it a perfect lighting tool also for walls and facades. Very low energy consumption: the
outdoor LED spotlight saves you up to 80% of electricity compared to normal lights, directly reducing the amount of electricity bills.
Dimmable by remote control; class i; special waterproof connector that will allow you to connect the spotlight in a simple, fast and long-
lasting way.
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